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Android Hacker's Handbook
LG has launched yet another smart phone to the market. The new release, the LG
G6 smart phone was released in early 2017. Since its release, the device has been
dubbed as one of the most advanced smart phones released to consumers within
the New Year. While it adopted features of its predecessor, the LG G5, the new
phone boasts several enhanced as well as unique features. Among the features
that users of the new smart phone will be able to enjoy is a 3000 mAh irremovable
powerful battery pack, guaranteed water-proof shell and a 5.7-inch touch screen
with 1400-pixel resolution and 565 ppi. The new LG G6 mobile also boasts a
fingerprint sensor, 32 gigabytes of storage, 4 gigabytes of RAM, a 13-megapixel
rear facing camera and a 5-megapixel front facing camera. Users will also be able
to enjoy expandable storage up to 2 terabytes, wireless charging and the new
Android 7.0 Nougat mobile software.

The NexStar User’s Guide
Need help with your new Android phone or tablet? Are you new to smartphones in
general, or coming from an iPhone or Blackberry? The Guide to Android for Seniors
is a book written specifically for those who have difficulty using electronics, such as
phones, personal computers, and tablet computers. There is a wealth of knowledge
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about all types of Android devices in this book, regardless of the manufacturer or
model, and can be easily accessed and navigated for quick reference. Whether you
are puzzled about managing your electronic address book, or how to take and send
a picture to a friend, you will find the information in this guide. The Internet is
riddled with advanced tips and tricks, but the goal of this book is to sort through
the extra information to simplify your first experience with using an Android phone
or tablet. Help is here! Here are some examples of the topics discussed in this
guide: - Charging the Device - Finding the Android Buttons - Calling a Contact Assigning a Speed Dial - Using the Speakerphone During a Voice Call - Adding a
New Contact - Composing a New Text Message - Adding an Attachment to a Text
Message - Taking a Picture - Capturing a Video - Navigating to a Web Page Setting Up Email - Setting Up a Google Account - Buying an Application - Importing
Your Contacts from Another Phone - Adjusting the Brightness - Saving on Data
Costs with Your Phone PLUS, what to do when the phone - Does not turn on - Can't
make a call - Touchscreen does not respond as expected and much more!

MicroStrategy Suite Quick Start Guide for MicroStrategy
Analytics Enterprise
The first comprehensive guide to discovering and preventingattacks on the Android
OS As the Android operating system continues to increase its shareof the
smartphone market, smartphone hacking remains a growingthreat. Written by
experts who rank among the world's foremostAndroid security researchers, this
book presents vulnerabilitydiscovery, analysis, and exploitation tools for the good
guys.Following a detailed explanation of how the Android OS works andits overall
security architecture, the authors examine howvulnerabilities can be discovered
and exploits developed forvarious system components, preparing you to defend
againstthem. If you are a mobile device administrator, security researcher,Android
app developer, or consultant responsible for evaluatingAndroid security, you will
find this guide is essential to yourtoolbox. A crack team of leading Android security
researchers explainAndroid security risks, security design and architecture,
rooting,fuzz testing, and vulnerability analysis Covers Android application building
blocks and security as wellas debugging and auditing Android apps Prepares
mobile device administrators, security researchers,Android app developers, and
security consultants to defend Androidsystems against attack Android Hacker's
Handbook is the first comprehensiveresource for IT professionals charged with
smartphonesecurity.

A Copious and Critical English-Latin Dictionary
The Complete Android Guide 2nd Edition
Help Me! Guide to Android for Seniors
Evaluation Guide (Windows) for MicroStrategy 9.5
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All you need to know to succeed in digital forensics: technical and investigative
skills, in one book Complete, practical, and up-to-date Thoroughly covers digital
forensics for Windows, Mac, mobile, hardware, and networks Addresses online and
lab investigations, documentation, admissibility, and more By Dr. Darren Hayes,
founder of Pace University’s Code Detectives forensics lab–one of America’s “Top
10 Computer Forensics Professors” Perfect for anyone pursuing a digital forensics
career or working with examiners Criminals go where the money is. Today, trillions
of dollars of assets are digital, and digital crime is growing fast. In response,
demand for digital forensics experts is soaring. To succeed in this exciting field,
you need strong technical and investigative skills. In this guide, one of the world’s
leading computer orensics experts teaches you all the skills you’ll need. Writing for
students and professionals at all levels, Dr. Darren Hayes presents complete best
practices for capturing and analyzing evidence, protecting the chain of custody,
documenting investigations, and scrupulously adhering to the law, so your
evidence can always be used. Hayes introduces today’s latest technologies and
technical challenges, offering detailed coverage of crucial topics such as mobile
forensics, Mac forensics, cyberbullying, and child endangerment. This guide’s
practical activities and case studies give you hands-on mastery of modern digital
forensics tools and techniques. Its many realistic examples reflect the author’s
extensive and pioneering work as a forensics examiner in both criminal and civil
investigations. Understand what computer forensics examiners do, and the types
of digital evidence they work with Explore Windows and Mac computers,
understand how their features affect evidence gathering, and use free tools to
investigate their contents Extract data from diverse storage devices Establish a
certified forensics lab and implement good practices for managing and processing
evidence Gather data and perform investigations online Capture Internet
communications, video, images, and other content Write comprehensive reports
that withstand defense objections and enable successful prosecution Follow strict
search and surveillance rules to make your evidence admissible Investigate
network breaches, including dangerous Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs)
Retrieve immense amounts of evidence from smartphones, even without seizing
them Successfully investigate financial fraud performed with digital devices Use
digital photographic evidence, including metadata and social media images

Drug Eruption Reference Manual
Provides basic information about the biology, life cycles, and behavior of birds,
along with brief profiles of each of the eighty bird families in North America.

Android Quick Start Guide, Android 5.0, Lollipop
Android Phones For Dummies
Développement d'applications professionnelles avec Android 2
With MIT’s App Inventor 2, anyone can build complete, working Android
apps—without writing code! This complete tutorial will help you do just that, even if
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you have absolutely no programming experience. Unlike books focused on the
obsolete Google version, Learning MIT App Inventor is written from the ground up
for MIT’s dramatically updated Version 2. The authors guide you step-by-step
through every task and feature, showing you how to create apps by dragging,
dropping, and connecting puzzle pieces—not writing code. As you learn, you’ll also
master expert design and development techniques you can build on if you ever do
want to write code. Through hands-on projects, you’ll master features ranging from
GPS to animation, build high-quality user interfaces, make everything work, and
test it all with App Inventor’s emulator. (You won’t even need an Android device!)
All examples for this book are available at theapplanet.com/appinventor Coverage
includes: Understanding mobile devices and how mobile apps run on them
Planning your app's behavior and appearance with the Designer Using the Blocks
Editor to tell your app what to do and how to do it Creating variables and learning
how to use them effectively Using procedures to group and reuse pieces of code in
larger, more complicated apps Storing data in lists and databases Using App
Inventor's gaming, animation, and media features Creating more sophisticated
apps by using multiple screens Integrating sensors to make your app locationaware Debugging apps and fixing problems Combining creativity and logical
thinking to envision more complex apps

The Inland Printer
A selection of annotated references to unclassified reports and journal articles that
were introduced into the NASA scientific and technical information system and
announced in Scientific and technical aerospace reports (STAR) and International
aerospace abstracts (IAA)

Learning MIT App Inventor
The (Unofficial) Google Nexus 5 SmartPhone Book - Second
Edition
Michael Swanson’s online discussions with literally thousands of NexStar owners
made it clear that there was a desperate need for a book such as this – one that
provides a complete, detailed guide to buying, using and maintaining NexStar
telescopes. Although this book is highly comprehensive, it is suitable for beginners
– there is a chapter on "Astronomy Basics" – and experts alike. Celestron’s NexStar
telescopes were introduced in 1999, beginning with their first computer controlled
"go to" model, a 5-inch. More models appeared in quick succession, and
Celestron’s new range made it one of the two dominant manufacturers of
affordable "go to" telescopes.

A Practical Guide to Computer Forensics Investigations
The Google-designed and LG-manufactured Nexus 5 is the first smartphone to run
the Android 4.4 "KitKat" operating system. If you've just bought a Nexus 5
smartphone, or you're thinking about buying one, you should read this book. The
ethos of the book is very much "What the Nexus 5 can do for you!", and it's an
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unofficial book because we have not colluded with the manufacturers (Google or
LG) during the writing of the bookso we can say pretty much whatever we want.
And if we say we like it, it's because we really do. But we're no "fan-boys", so we
don't mind giving a warts 'n' all coverage where it's warranted. So whether you're
so-far undecided, or have already purchased your Nexus 5buy this book! And look
out for similar books at unofficialbooks.info. CONTENTS 1 - Introduction 2 - About
the Nexus 5 3 - Getting Started 4 - Interacting with the Nexus 5 5 - Google Now 6 Nexus 5 as a Communication Tool 7 - Nexus 5 as a Camera 8 - Nexus 5 as a Media
Player 9 - Nexus 5 as a Sat-Nav and Map 10 - Nexus 5 as Wi-Fi Hotspot (and
landline replacement) 11 - Nexus 5 as a Web Browser 12 - Nexus 5 as Your Office
13 - Nexus 5 as a Desktop Computer 14 - Android Apps and the Play Store 15 Settings One More Thing Now in its Second Edition, the first edition of this book
attracted the following praise: "I gave it five stars because it is full of information
that I never expected to exist." "I found the book concise and structured in a way
that made it easy for me to get the information I needed." "Easy to read, wellillustrated, can't say much more than that. Worth the price." "Grandsons were
waiting for a help call but I could manage without them - for a change. Book is
clear and very helpful indeed." "A very helpful guide to get to grips with the Nexus
5." "Very helpful, information in one placeWell worthwhile." "Very useful book. Well
written with lots of answers if you get stuck. Recommended for those of us who
find technology rather baffling."

A DIY Smart Home Guide: Tools for Automating Your Home
Monitoring and Security Using Arduino, ESP8266, and Android
Although enterprise mobility is in high demand across domains, an absence of
experts who have worked on enterprise mobility has resulted in a lack of books on
the subject. A Comprehensive Guide to Enterprise Mobility fills this void. It supplies
authoritative guidance on all aspects of enterprise mobility-from technical aspects
and applications to

HTML5 for iOS and Android: A Beginner's Guide
Web Geek's Guide to the Android-Enabled Phone
Michael Swanson’s online discussions with literally thousands of NexStar owners
made it clear that there was a desperate need for a book such as this – one that
provides a complete, detailed guide to buying, using and maintaining NexStar
telescopes. Although this book is highly comprehensive, it is suitable for beginners
– there is a chapter on "Astronomy Basics" – and experts alike. Celestron’s NexStar
telescopes were introduced in 1999, beginning with their first computer controlled
"go to" model, a 5-inch. More models appeared in quick succession, and
Celestron’s new range made it one of the two dominant manufacturers of
affordable "go to" telescopes.

The Sibley Guide to Bird Life & Behavior
Web Geek’s Guide to the Android-Enabled Phone Covers Android 1.5 Make the
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Most of Your Android-Enabled Phone! Out of the way BlackBerry. Move over iPhone.
There’s a more intelligent alternative to the same old smartphone. Google’s
Android mobile phone platform has all the capabilities of these phones and more.
With this book, you’ll unlock every bit of power that’s built into the Android phone
and learn how to take advantage of the incredibly innovative Android applications
pouring into the marketplace. You’ll even learn how to build (and sell) your own
new applications. You’ll begin with a quick, practical tour of the first Android
phone–the T-Mobile G1. You won’t just learn how to use your Android phone’s builtin applications, you’ll also learn tips and tricks that’ll make you a power user, fast!
From email and YouTube to Google Maps and GPS, if Android can do it, this book
will help you do it even better. Are you inspired by Android’s great apps? Create
your own! This book gets you started with a complete introduction to Google’s
powerful, free Android development toolset! Covers all this, and more Get online
with Android’s built-in web browser Connect via Gmail Mobile–or any other email
service you like Use Android’s core applications, including Contacts, Calendar,
Alarm, Calculator, and Camera Have fun with Android: from music and video to the
hottest games Add new capabilities to your Android phone using third-party
applications Build your own Android applications including: design tips, tools,
coding explanations, and instructions for publishing via the Android market Learn
time-saving Android keyboard shortcuts Troubleshoot problems with your Android
phone, step-by-step

Mobile Forensic Investigations: A Guide to Evidence Collection,
Analysis, and Presentation
The Quick Start Reference Guide provides an overview of the installation and
evaluation process, and additional resources.

Android Phones for Beginners & Seniors
A must for every dermatologist's office - and for hospital consultations - this
updated and substantially enlarged new edition of Dr. Jerry Litt's universally
acclaimed Drug Eruption Reference Manual answers the busy dermatologist's need
for a comprehensive, authoritative guide to dermatologic side-effects that can
develop from the use of newly approved as well as commonly prescribed and overthe-counter drugs, herbals, and supplements. Indexed by both generic and
proprietary drug names as well as by reaction patterns, the new edition catalogs
more than 800 generic and over 4,500 trade name drugs - cross-referenced for
quick look-up - with their adverse cutaneous reactions: skin, hair, nails, mucous
membranes, and others. In addition to its invaluable section of color illustrations,
the Drug Eruption Reference Manual, Eighth Edition contains even more
information on herbals, trace elements and supplements, and reaction patterns
and the drugs responsible for them.

Aeronautical Engineering
*Please note that this paperback has a black-and-white interior and a full-color
cover* Finally, a simplified guide on Android Phones is here- this guide is indeed a
splendid companion for phones using Android OS 8.0/8.1 (Android Oreo). This is a
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very thorough, no-nonsense guide, useful for both experts and newbies. This guide
contains a lot of information on Android Phones. It is full of actionable steps, hints,
notes, screenshots and suggestions. This guide is particularly useful for
newbies/beginners and seniors; nevertheless, I strongly believe that even the
techy guys will find some benefits reading it. This Book Can Be Used As A Manual
For: >Moto E5, E5 Play and E5 Plus >Moto G6, G6 Play and G6 Plus >Sony Xperia
XZ2, XZ2 Compact and XZ2 Premium >Sony Xperia XA2 and XA2 Ultra >Samsung
Galaxy S9 and S9 Plus >Samsung Galaxy J3, J4, J6, J7, J7 Duo and J8 (2018 Models)
>Huawei Mate 10 and 10 Pro >LG G7 ThinQ and LG Stylo 4 >And many other
Android 8/8.1 phones Enjoy yourself as you go through this very comprehensive
guide. PS: Please make sure you do not give the gift of an Android Phone without
giving this companion guide alongside with it. This guide makes your gift a
complete one.

Quick Start Reference Guide for MicroStrategy 9. 3. 1
The NexStar User’s Guide II
Mobile Forensic Investigations: A Guide to Evidence Collection,
Analysis, and Presentation, Second Edition
Ecrit par une figure majeure du monde Android, cet ouvrage incontournable vous
explique en détail comment tirer parti des caractéristiques d'Android pour créer
des applications bluffantes et élaborées. Très complet, fondé sur les toutes
dernières nouveautés du SDK, il passe en revue la plateforme de développement
et vous apporte l'incomparable savoir-faire de son auteur au travers de nombreux
exemples, que vous enrichirez de fonctionnalités au fil des chapitres. Vous
apprendrez à manipuler les composants fondamentaux d'Android (Activities,
Intents, Broadcast, Services, Content Providers) par la création d'interfaces
utilisateurs conviviales et interactives, l'utilisation de la géolocalisation,
l'exploitation des composants matériels (bluetooth, réseaux, accéléromètre,
appareil photo), la mise en oeuvre de bases de données privées ou partagées.
Vous découvrirez les derniers éléments du SDK tels que les Widgets, les Live
Folders ou encore les Live Wallpapers pour créer des fonds animés. Enfin, vous
serez formé aux bonnes pratiques en matière de développement mobile
(expérience utilisateur, optimisation), en exploitant notamment les outils du SDK
(émulateur, DDMS, logcat, layoutopt), et vous vous préparerez aux évolutions
futures. L'auteur développe ses exemples sous Eclipse, environnement préconisé
pour le développement Android via le plugin ADT (Android Developer Tool).

Litt's Drug Eruption Reference Manual Including Drug
Interactions
Drug Eruption Reference Manual 1998
Evaluate MicroStrategy as a departmental solution. This book provides detailed
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information to download, install, configure, and use the MicroStrategy Suite.

A Copius and Critical English-Latin Dictionary, to which is
Added a Dictionary of Proper Names
Drug Eruption Reference Manual
Master the tools and techniques of mobile forensic investigations Conduct mobile
forensic investigations that are legal, ethical, and highly effective using the
detailed information contained in this practical guide. Mobile Forensic
Investigations: A Guide to Evidence Collection, Analysis, and Presentation, Second
Edition fully explains the latest tools and methods along with features, examples,
and real-world case studies. Find out how to assemble a mobile forensics lab,
collect prosecutable evidence, uncover hidden files, and lock down the chain of
custody. This comprehensive resource shows not only how to collect and analyze
mobile device data but also how to accurately document your investigations to
deliver court-ready documents. •Legally seize mobile devices, USB drives, SD
cards, and SIM cards•Uncover sensitive data through both physical and logical
techniques•Properly package, document, transport, and store evidence•Work with
free, open source, and commercial forensic software•Perform a deep dive analysis
of iOS, Android, and Windows Phone file systems•Extract evidence from
application, cache, and user storage files•Extract and analyze data from IoT
devices, drones, wearables, and infotainment systems•Build SQLite queries and
Python scripts for mobile device file interrogation•Prepare reports that will hold up
to judicial and defense scrutiny

Lg G6
Evaluate MicroStrategy as a departmental solution. This book provides detailed
information to download, install, configure, and use the MicroStrategy Reporting
Suite.

The (Unofficial) Google Nexus 5 SmartPhone Book
Introduces Android 5.0™ (Lollipop®) for Nexus and Google Play edition devices.
Available globally. For complete online help, see http://goo.gl/Sn5RG8

Evaluation Guide (Windows) for MicroStrategy Analytics
Enterprise
Essential Skills--Made Easy! Create advanced websites, web apps, and standalone
apps for Apple iOS and Google Android devices. HTML5 for iOS and Android: A
Beginner's Guide explains, step by step, how to use HTML5 and CSS3 as well as
supporting technologies, such as JavaScript, MySQL, and PHP. Download wrapper
code from the book's companion website to enable your programs to run like
native iOS or Android apps. You'll also get tips for distributing your creations in
various app stores. Everything you need to get started developing powerful mobile
apps and websites is included in this hands-on guide. Designed for Easy Learning:
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Key Skills & Concepts--Chapter-opening lists of specific skills covered in the
chapter Ask the Expert--Q&A sections filled with bonus information and helpful tips
Notes--Extra information related to the topic being covered Tips--Helpful reminders
or alternate ways of doing things Cautions--Errors and pitfalls to avoid Annotated
Syntax--Example code with commentary that describes the programming
techniques being illustrated Robin Nixon is a developer and freelance technical
writer who has published more than 500 articles in magazines such as PC Plus,
PCW, Web User, PC Advisor, and PC Answers. He is the author of several computer
books, including Plug-in PHP, Plug-in JavaScript, and Plug-in CSS.

Evaluation Guide (Windows) for MicroStrategy 9. 3
** NOTE ** While this edition is good value, there is a newer edition: The
(Unofficial) Google Nexus 5 SmartPhone Book - Second Edition, The Googledesigned and LG-manufactured Nexus 5 is the first smartphone to run the Android
4.4 "KitKat" operating system. If you've just bought a Nexus 5 smartphone, or
you're thinking about buying one, you should read this book. The ethos of the book
is very much "What the Nexus 5 can do for you!", and it's an unofficial book
because we have not colluded with the manufacturers (Google or LG) during the
writing of the bookso we can say pretty much whatever we want. And if we say we
like it, it's because we really do. But we're no "fan-boys", and we don't mind giving
a warts 'n' all coverage where it's warranted. So whether you're so-far undecided,
or have already purchased your Nexus 5buy this book! And look out for similar
books at unofficialbooks.info CONTENTS 1 - Introduction 2 - About the Nexus 5 3 Getting Started 4 - Interacting with the Nexus 5 5 - Google Now 6 - Nexus 5 as a
Communication Tool 7 - Nexus 5 as a Camera 8 - Nexus 5 as a Media Player 9 Nexus 5 as a Sat-Nav and Map 10 - Nexus 5 as a Web Browser 11 - Nexus 5 as Your
Office 12 - Nexus 5 as a Desktop Computer 13 - Android Apps and the Play Store
14 - Settings How did we Help You?

Quick Start Reference Guide for MicroStrategy 9.5
The Evaluation Guide includes instructions for installing, configuring, and using the
MicroStrategy Evaluation Edition. This guide also includes a detailed, step-by-step
evaluation process of MicroStrategy features, where you perform reporting with
the MicroStrategy Tutorial project and its sample business data.

Quick Start Reference Guide for MicroStrategy 9. 3
New and expanded state-of-the-art and colour-illustrated edition of Dr. Jerome
Litt's immensely popular, universally acclaimed reference volume on drug
eruptions. Published in large-format softcover binding with a full-colour atlas
section showing the most commonly encountered reactions, this 1998 edition
catalogs nearly 600 generic and over 1,300 trade-name drugs (cross-referenced
for quick look-up) with their adverse cutaneous reactions: skin, hair, nails, mucous
membranes, and others. New in the 1998 edition is a special listing of clinically
important, potentially serious interactions along with increased and updated
literature citations now including more than 19,000 references. Indexed by both
generic and proprietary drug names as well as by drug eruptions and reaction
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patterns. Published annually.

Evaluation Guide (Windows) for MicroStrategy
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed
by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements
included with the product. Design and build custom devices that work through your
phone to control your home remotely Setting up a “smart home” can be costly,
intimidating, and invasive. This hands-on guide presents you with an accessible
and cheap way to do it yourself using free software that will enable your home and
your mobile devices to communicate. A DIY ‘Smart Home’ Guide: Tools for
Automating Your Home Monitoring and Security Using Arduino, ESP8266, and
Android contains step-by-step plans for easy-to-build projects that work through
your phone to control your home environment remotely. All the projects in the
book are geared towards helping you create a “smart home,” with fun and useful
examples such as wireless temperature and humidity monitors, automated lights,
sensors that can trigger alarms in the event of broken glass, fire, window entry, or
water heater leakage, and much more! All projects can be accomplished with no
previous knowledge; for those with some background in C/C++ or JAVA, the
projects can be customized. • All projects use easy, free, flexible, open-source
platforms such as Arduino • Focuses projects on real-world remote control
activations for protecting the home • Written by a “smart home” expert and
experienced author

MicroStrategy Suite Quick Start Guide for MicroStrategy 9.5
Everything you need to know about your Android smartphone?in full color! Eager to
learn the ins and outs of your exciting, new Android phone? Then this is the book
you need! Written in the typical fun and friendly For Dummies style, this full-color
guide covers the basics of all the features of Android phones without weighing you
down with heavy technical terms or jargon. Veteran world-renowned author Dan
Gookin walks you through everything from getting started with setup and
configuration to making the most of your phone's potential with texting, e-mailing,
accessing the Internet and social networking sites, using the camera, synching
with a PC, downloading apps, and more. Covers all the details of the operating
system that applies to every Android phone, including Motorola Droids, HTC
devices, Samsung Galaxy S phones, to name a few Walks you through basic phone
operations while also encouraging you to explore your phone's full potential Serves
as an ideal guide to an inexperienced Android newbie who is enthusiastic about
getting a handle on everything an Android phone can do Android Phones For
Dummies helps you get smarter with your Android smartphone.

Inland Printer, American Lithographer
A Comprehensive Guide to Enterprise Mobility
This in-depth guide reveals the art of mobile forensics investigation with
comprehensive coverage of the entire mobile forensics investigation lifecycle, from
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evidence collection through advanced data analysis to reporting and presenting
findings. Mobile Forensics Investigation: A Guide to Evidence Collection, Analysis,
and Presentation leads examiners through the mobile forensics investigation
process, from isolation and seizure of devices, to evidence extraction and analysis,
and finally through the process of documenting and presenting findings. This book
gives you not only the knowledge of how to use mobile forensics tools but also the
understanding of how and what these tools are doing, enabling you to present your
findings and your processes in a court of law. This holistic approach to mobile
forensics, featuring the technical alongside the legal aspects of the investigation
process, sets this book apart from the competition. This timely guide is a muchneeded resource in today’s mobile computing landscape. Notes offer personal
insights from the author's years in law enforcement Tips highlight useful mobile
forensics software applications, including open source applications that anyone can
use free of charge Case studies document actual cases taken from submissions to
the author's podcast series Photographs demonstrate proper legal protocols,
including seizure and storage of devices, and screenshots showcase mobile
forensics software at work Provides you with a holistic understanding of mobile
forensics

The Book of the Lantern
The Evaluation Guide includes instructions for installing, configuring, and using the
MicroStrategy Evaluation Edition. This guide also includes a detailed, step-by-step
evaluation process of MicroStrategy features, where you perform reporting with
the MicroStrategy Tutorial project and its sample business data.
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